ACROSS
8 Where horses race and hunt with dogs? (6)
9 Wearing a form of support around one’s leg (8)
10 Small novel, quickly read (4)
11 NT doctor treated Mary extremely well, in a rather cool manner (10)
12 Dog mess (4)
13 Courts risk, meeting bruisers regularly (10)
17, 18, 19 Ruined thong, with edges too ragged (4, 2, 3, 4)
21 Cut of meat set to bake round about noon (1-4, 5)
23 Dog food (4)
24 Irregular beats feature in this song without a regular repeated pattern (10)
28 Fish not born in brook (4)
29 Turn-on that is arranged for one without any charge (8)
30 Whole number? It needs rounding a bit (6)

DOWN
1 Parrot initially playing for time when cross (8)
2 Love setter caught by angry panther being daringly innovative (10)
3 Copies answers about pet? (10)